
Love What Is Quote Dependent or Independent?

Red Flags

When you are ready, the next layer of the healing onion reveals itself.  At this point in my

life, the onion layer that has revealed itself is: My relationship patterns.  All of my focus has

been dedicated to this lately.  My relationships with lovers and family members have all

fallen apart one by one during this cycle.  It has been so painful; and emotionally

detrimental, that it has forced me to have to look at my relationship patterns squarely in the

face.

 

 

I’m that highly

successful

woman, who is

successful in

every other way,

but

relationships.  It

is not self-

loving to be

disappointed in

myself though

(like I am),

because I have

never had a good

example of

relationships.  I’ve never been in a healthy relationship either.  My own pathology in

relationships makes me a perfect match to men that are dangerous on an emotional, mental,

or/and physical level.   Being without a committed relationship to me, is petrifying.  It makes

me feel abandoned.  And being alone as a child meant being hurt severely.  After all, I was

alone when I was targeted by the psychopathic predator who targeted me when I was riding

my bike on the sidewalk at six years old and raped me.  But this fear of being single IS the

reason I keep jumping head first into relationships with dangerous men.  Dangerous men

love “no boundaries”.  Frankly, they love my personality type in general, because I like to

ignore my “red flags” for the sake of feeling as if I can love someone into health.  It never

works.  I just end up getting emotionally destroyed.  And my insane level of relationship

investment and commitment means that I let men do all kinds of inexcusable things to me.

 So it’s not as if the abuse in my childhood stopped completely, it’s just that different men

took over the abusive role.

 

Nine years ago, I had an ex boyfriend who took Ambien, and went into a deranged rage

spiral.  When I tried to stop him, he chased me into the street (the neighbors saw and called

the cops).  He then proceeded to knock me out and drug me by my feet down the stairs of the

house.  His father watched him do all of this, (he followed him yelling).   Anyway, he pulled

out his gun and put it to my temple and when he pulled the trigger, the bullet somehow

miraculously went into the wall instead of my head.  When the cops showed up and hauled

him off to jail.  In the morning, he had no memory of why he was in jail and no memory of

having even done any of those things.  Ready for the insane part?  I stayed with him for three

more months after that event.  He started cheating on me with another woman and finally

broke up with me, because he didn’t want to deal with my anxiety attacks and neediness (I

had just started dealing with my childhood abuse in therapy and because I was re-

sensitizing, I was struggling with PTSD symptoms).  Long story short, unconditional love
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and unconditional belief that someone can change, is apparently much more important to me

than my own safety.  And this has just gotten worse due to my career.  As a spiritual teacher,

I’m expected to be unconditionally loving, no matter how other people act towards me. 

Often, for the sake of unconditional love and spiritual practice, I ignore my “red flags” that

alert me to dangerous people.  I get into a lot of trouble because of it.  I’ve decided that this

is a big problem especially amongst women in the spiritual and self-help community.  So,

I’m going to do an entire video on the value of fear soon.

 

 

I either get

into

relationshi

ps with

emotionall

y unavaila

ble men

(which is

highly

dangerous

to my

emotional

and

mental

health); or

predators

(who are highly dangerous to my mental, emotional and physical life).   We re-incarnate our

relationships with our parents to try to resolve old childhood wounds.  The problem is, I had

two fathers growing up.  I had my emotionally unavailable biological father and my

psychopathic “pseudo-father” who accessed me as a child.  And I’ve had to admit to the fact

that I am re incarnating BOTH of them alternatively in my romantic life.

 

I am so afraid of being single in the world (with my basic underlying fear that this universe

is dangerous and against me) that I make excuses for, gloss over and explain away

inexcusable behavior.  I find myself in relationships with dangerous men again and again. 

I’m a self-sabotager in relationships.  I feel caught between the fear of being alone and the

fear of being with a dangerous man.  Often, I can’t decide which is worse.  But this phase in

my healing is all about healing this aspect of my life.  I’m done making self-sabotaging

relationship choices.  I’m done ignoring my red flags.  And I’m ready to address my own

internal issues, which make me a match for these relationships… The paralyzing fear of

being alone, feeling incapable of taking care of myself and feeling like the universe is unsafe

and against me.  Once I heal this tripod of issues, I will be unstoppable.  I’m so excited to feel

that way.
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